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Flocculants for
Swimming Pool

TM

FLOQUAT P SERIES
TM

flocculants for swimming pools
Instructions for use :

FLOQUAT P Series
FLOQUAT P Series is a non alum range of
flocculants that are highly effective at restoring water clarity in swimming pools.
It removes cloudy conditions and haze by
flocculating small particles and debris such as
silica, dead algea and carbonates. These flocs
then quickly drop to the bottom of the pool
for easy vacuuming.
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The FLOQUAT P Series will work in all
pH conditions, and works best with pH between
6.0 - 8.0

Continuous Treatment
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Flocs created on a heavily clouded water

Use at a rate of 1-4 oz. per 10,000 gallons for
a continuous maintenance. (3-5 g/m3)
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FLOQUAT P should be added in the skimmers with the recirculation on for a couple
hours per day.
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The flocs will then be removed through the
filters during the normal filter cycle.
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Flocculant

Small particles

Floc
Settles rapidly

Flocculation of small particles
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FLOQUAT P allows you to swim even during
treatment.

Shock Treatment

FLOQUAT P Series
FLOQUAT P will work with all pool types,
water sanitizing programs and filter types,
it will not affect or be affected by chlorine
and has no effect on pH.

Crystal clear water after
FLOQUAT P Series
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Use at a rate of 5-8 oz. per 10,000 gallons
for shock treatment. (7-10 g/m3)
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FLOQUAT P is simply poured in the pool.
Let it settle overnight by switching off the recirculation pump.
Note: the greater the debris the faster the flocs
settle. To speed up the settling time you may
double or triple FLOQUAT P dosage, there is no
risk of overdosing.
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Finally vacuum to waste.

Backwash and clean filter and resume normal filter cycle.

Storage and disposal :
Keep FLOQUAT P in its original closed container
when not in use. Store in a cool dry well ventilated
area away from heat or open flame. Do not reuse
container, but place in trash collection. Rinse thoroughly before discarding in trash.

